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The aim of the work was to study and analyze data in the educational activities of the Dubna

University for the subsequent identification of data patterns and the construction of new

hypotheses for the organization of the educational process. To study the existing data at the

Dubna University and possible algorithms for their processing.

The increase in the number of debts

in various disciplines is primarily

associated with an increase in the

total amount of data entered into the

system for recording the progress of

students at the Dubna University

1C:University.

The result of the work is a prepared set of data on the progress of students of the Institute of ACS

of the Dubna University. Machine learning algorithms were selected for subsequent testing on

data.

Types of data at the Dubna University

• Admission details:

• Applicant scores

• Personal data students

• Regions in which applicants studied, etc.

• Student performance data (session results during

training)

• Passing scores (dynamics of passing scores by

directions)

• The ratio of the number of students per teacher

(the number of students by year and the number

of employed by year)

• Availability of graduates with honors (number of

graduates who received a diploma with honors)

• Number of students who received a degree (those

who defended their post-graduate degree)

• Percentage of international students

• Data on the rating of students (accounting for

achievements and academic performance)

• Data from video cameras about the behavior of

students in the classroom

• Online class recordings

Student Performance Data Structure

After primary processing (~ 70 thousand lines) and

analysis of data from 1C, a positive trend in the

progress of students of the Institute of ACS of the

Dubna University was established during distance

learning. However, it should be noted that the data is

not evenly distributed over the years, this is primarily

due to the digitalization of education, which began to

gain momentum only a few years ago.


